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Relying on measurements and statistical analyses, stoehastie excitation 
by the road profile of v(~hic1f'f' il'avelillg at constant speed can he considere(l 
as a normal process. 
This is little sm'prising, since in practice. preyulence of the thcory of 
central limit distrilmtiou in v 01\'(' 8 frC(pH>llt Pl''lCPs.''ps to he eon:,idered as norm aI 
at a fair approximation. 
Norlllality is, hc)"wever, of a high importanee, since normal processes 
arc ('asy to deserihe statistieally. Normal is knowll to J)t~ called a process if it 
is of normal distrihution fm' statistics of any order [1]. 
In case of statistics of onler n, normal distribution of n dimensions is 
unamhiguously determined hy till' expected yalue \'('ctor and the correlation 
matrix. 
Form the aspect nf these analyses. it is a(h'isable to poiut out sonw 
fundamental simplifying sta tements referring to normality [1]. [2], [3], [4]. 
1. For a norma] joint distribution of random 
out an arbitrary numher k of them (1 
a normal distribution of k dimensions. 
variables ~l' ~2' ~ll' pieking 
k "n). their ent ity forms 
2. For a normal joint distrihution, and pair-wise uneorrelation of radnol11 
variables ~1' ..• , ~n' these are independent of each other. 
3. If input of a linear system is a normal process, then also its output 
is a normal process. 
4. A normal process and its derivatives make up a normal proeef''' 
together. 
5. If ~(t, w) IS a continuously differentiable normal stationary procesi', 
and NI[~(t, w)] 0, then zero density No of its concrete realization 
- in other words, the number of zero level intersections referred tn 
unit time - can he determined (t E T heing a set of parameters, and 
wE Q heing set of elementary events). 
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Different terms of identical meaning are: 
autocorrelation function of ~ 
second deriyative of R.;.;( T) with 
spectral density function of ~ 
standard deyiation of ~ 
respect to T; 
(Rice's formula) 
where R~;( T) 
R~;(T) 
S;;(f) 
D(~) 
D'(;') standard deviation of the firft derivative of ~. 
In the following, the tra \"('1 process of local i ransit buses het"ween two 
stops, approximated by a so-called "trapezium" speed-time travel diagram 
has beeD examined, taking also nodding vibrations at start and slov,ing down 
into consideration [5]. 
Suspension characteristics of the tested bus were linearized [6]. Samplings 
by equidistant divisions along the road length of the excitation by the road 
profile of a specified spectral density generated by a computer showed a 
normal distribution. Investigations aimed at determining the stop lengths 
that under the described circumstances permit to consider input (exclusively 
the excitation by the road profile) and output of the vibrating system of a 
vehicle as an approximately normal processes. 
1. Digital simulation analysis of vibrations 
The model is seen in Fig. 1. The vibration process of local transit buses 
following from their special mode of operation has been examined earlier [5]. 
For model parameter yalues see [5]. The program "'\n-itten in ALGOL 
language for a digital computer then available has since much been developed. 
Z3(t)L 
9i(t)t:3f/r;;'~2%~G~0G~~~~~ 
Fig. 1 
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In the actual study, for the normality analysis of output signals of the 
vihrating "y~tPHl. llul1l('rical (lett·rmina1ion of f'mpirieaJ distrihution functions 
i\-a;;; indispen~ahlp. 
Actually. ctlmpu{"r ("ltput~ of the trappzium diagram of travel invariably 
indicat"c1 acceleration valu('i' in 1 (m;b)2, and deceleration values in 2 (m/s2). 
Stnp di:;;tanef':-: ,"aried from l, ,lOO (m) io 1600 (m), with LlL 200 (m) 
iucremr,nts. 
In :"imulation run~. tirnc interyal for the numeric-al integration 'vas 
eho,:"n a,,; Llt = 0.02 
2. Analysi:" of the input normality 
Road excitation was ~imulated m a digital eomputer as dceribed in [5J 
and [6]. fun.eHon of excitation is identical "\\-ith that of reaI~ 
measured road profiles. 
In cur tests, the hu_s "was driven on asphalt pavement. 
One method of normality analysis is the graphic oue, applied by us in 
preliminary examinations. Empirical distribution function or road excitation 
has been plotted on Gaussian paper (Fig. 2). m, (J is known to be the distri-
bution function of a normal distribution of expected value In and standard 
deviation u, for an arhitrary m and u, represented hy a straight line on Gaussian 
paper. Di>,triLution function of road excitation samples taken at intervals of 
0.02 (s) for a constant travel speed V 50 (km/h) - plotted in smooth line 
- is rather close to this straight line. 
Distrihutiou function plotted in dash line in Fig. 2 referring to road 
excitations sampled at intervals 0.02 (s) for the shortest theoretical trapeziodal 
travel diagram perspicuously deviates from the straight line. 
In this case, vrith varying speed along the road length, the spacing of 
sampling spots varies. At the start of the Yehiele, road excitations were densely 
sampled, followed hy inereasing sample spacings, finally, at constant speed, 
samplings became equidistant. Upon hraking, sampling spots density towards 
the stop. 
In the case of a fixed, single trapezoidal speed vs. time travel diagram, 
this phenomenon biasses the input statistics. Normality is offset hy too close 
stm:t and stop points. Estimated fitting test result of normality versus stop 
length L are seen in Fig. 3. Now, only curve "g" referring to the input (road 
excitation) normality examination , .. ill he considered. 
Normality has heen checked by X2 test. Accelerations al' decelerations 
a 2 and maximum speed parameters Vmax of the trapezoidal travel diagram have 
throughout been recorded: a1 = 1 [m/s2], a2 = 2[m/s2], Vmax = 50 [km/h]. 
Thereafter road excitation samples helonging to trapezoidal travel diagrams 
for different stop lengths L have heen determined. Samples were applied to 
calculate X2 values needed for normality examination. 
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Fig. 2 
Vertical axis of Fig. 4 shows probability percentages p determined from 
the X2 table belonging to our calculation result, permitting to draw conclusions 
on our hypothesis of normality. As expected, with increasing stop lengths, 
prohability of the normality hypothesis to hecome true increases. Accepting 
the level p = 70%, road excitation can be stated to he of normal distrihution 
for a stop length of 800 m. 
Throughout the examinations, stationarity and ergodicity are assumed, 
this is why ill connection with the examination of a finite numher of processes 
can he spoken of, that is, all other realizations can he concluded on [7]. 
The samples contained invariahly more than 800 elements, at 30 degrees 
of freedom en view of the high number of sample elements, the hypothesis 
was accepted over p = 70(%). 
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3. Output normality examination 
If the vihrating system really has only the road excitation as input, 
and the system itself is linear, then introductory statements 3 and 4 are valid. 
Though, concrete statistical tests have leel to realizations of normalities different 
from that of the input as outputs. In the actual case, in addition to thc road 
profile excitation, the vehicle is also excited by the speed variation along the 
travel direction. Hence, this phenomenon entrains the supel'position of 80-
calleel nod cling vibrations onto vibrations clue to road excitation, anothcr 
phenDlncnon justifying output normality examination. 
The preliminary normality test for vibration acceleration of the car 
hudy is shown in diagram 3 plotted on Gaussian paper . .21 and 2;2 are yer-tieal 
vihrational aeeclcl'ations above the fore and aft respeetively. Snwoth 
and dash lines in diagram 3 refer to vibration acceleration distrilmtion functions 
for a constant speed v =--c- 50 km/h and for the shortest theoretical trapezoidal 
travel diagram, respectively, plotted on Gaussian paper. 
Preliminary examinations unambiguously demonstrated the output nor-
mality hypothesis to hold for even speeds, while it is tu he discarded for 
short st01J lengths of a few hundred Ill. 
Stop length dependent normality examination re::;ult5 of some output 
di~plays checked hy the ;(2 test have heen plotted in diagram 4. 
Also in this ease, the vehicle was driven according to the presented 
theoretieal trapewidal travel (liagram. 
Zl - Z3' :md Z2 - Z-1 indicate ;(2 i(';;i rp;;ul\;; for the relatiyc fli.:,place-
ments of the ear body and the fme awl aft axle., re~pectively. This test is of 
importance for tht" :;u3pension ~I)]'ing Hre~" <lllaly:;i:;. 
With increasing >'top length~, normality prohallilitie:; of output display::; 
are seen to increase differently. 
Again. it can he stated that normalit:; can he spoken of even fill' idealized 
travel diagrams. for stop length:; of 4.00 tu 1000 11l. 
Conclusions 
1. Statistic exumillatiom; of normality demonstrated in case of theoretieal 
trapezoidal travd diagram:; the input of vehicle vibrating systems 
(road exeitation) not to he normal any more for L < 800 m, because 
of the uneven sampling. 
2. Considering a 5ingle theoretical travel diagram, the output itself is 
other than normal for L .< 400 m. 
3. Diagram '1 informs on the accef'S to normality, that can already be 
assumed for stop lengths L 400 to 1000 ill. 
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4. The main goal of our investigations was to determine an upper bound 
of stop lengths in the matte of normality. In real travel diagrams also 
accelerations, decelerations and maximum speeds vary, hence they 
can be considered as random variables. 
Thus, the central limit distribution may be assumed to prevail in e.g. 
a real travel diagram referring to several stop lengths of 400 m. Accordingly, 
a joint Etatistics involving several stop lengths of "100 m is likely to be of a 
stronger normality than the result of our investigation on a single, idealized 
travel diagram. Of course, exact confirmation of this assumption requires to 
perform further examinations. 
Summary 
The Gaussian process charactcr of stochastic input and output is a question of impor-
tance from several aspects of the dynamic design of vehicle structures. This hypothesis is true 
for the stochastic input (road excitation) of vehicles traveling at uniform speed. Vibration 
syst ems exhibiting a Gaussian input have also a Gaussian process at output. 
Over road lengths between two stops in urban traffic, processes of acceleration at 
start and of deceleration before stopping bias the Gaussian process character of input and 
output. Tests made with increasing stop lengths aimed at finding the stop length where input 
and outpnt of the bus vibrating system can again bc considered as Gaussiau processes. 
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